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"purchase_price_currency": "EUR", "purchase_price_fallback": "€109.8", "website": null }Q: How do I concatenate all but the first record of a set of records (BEGIN... WHILE / FOR / RETURNING) into a string? Currently, I am using an xmlStream() to read every card record from a database and then filter out the first record using the idSums. How can I concatenate all but the first record of the set of records, and then return the concatenated string? The BEGIN... WHILE /
FOR / RETURNING statement that I was trying to use: BEGIN FOR table in tables LOOP IF table.idSums > 1 THEN CONCAT('~|'); END IF; END LOOP; RETURN concat; END What I wanted to do was concat the strings together so that ~| will be represented as ~|~| for the first record, then after that, ~|~|~| will be represented as ~|~|~|~|... etc. A: Consider this example where table1 contains 10 records: select * from ( select 1 as _id, 10 as _sums from table1 ) where id >

1 union all select 2 as _id, 20 as _sums from table1 where id > 1 ; Movie star Johnny Depp says he was warned he could be prosecuted over £6 million worth of unpaid taxes — but he reckons he owes Britain thousands. Depp faces a £4.9 million bill for his tax liabilities after revealing he had evaded £3.6 million in wealth taxes. The 41-year-old Brit, whose net worth is estimated to be £130 million, said he had spent most of that money on “a row of fabulous antique
cars”, including his 1989 silver Porsche 944 959 Cayenne Turbo. He also owns property valued at £1.
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